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ARTICLES 
~,,,.J..""1 
Behavlou.A ~af9ion with Children, 5, 3, 1981. 
EMPATHY, COMMUNICATION SKILLS, AND GROUP COHESIVENESS: A 
SYSTEMATIC APPROACH 
MICHAEL R. HASS School Psychologist 
California. 
This article presents an approach to the teaching of 
interpersonal communication skills to children from 7 
11 years of age, and should be of great interest to profess-
ionals in the fields of psychology, social work, education 
and people involved in training such persons. 
Discussed herein will be research, theory, and technique, 
but the main focus will be how to do something other than 
11 prov1de short range solutions to long range problems" 
(Saxer, 1981). Most of the information, including the 
objectives discussed in this article, has been drawn from 
stage one of a two stage programme developed by the author 
and another American School Psychologist, Barbara Saxer. 
This article mainly concerns the development of group 
cohesiveness and basic empathetic communication skills 
necessary for positive group interaction. Stage one, the 
focus of this article, is more affectively oriented, as 
opposed to Stage two of the same programme which focuses 
on cognitive problem solving skills such as generating alternative 
solutions and making step by step plans towards a goal. 
The first section of this article will briefly summarise 
the research which supports the assumption that certain 
interpersonal skills are important to healthy social 
f'unctioning. Also included \,s information drawn from 
developmental theorists such as Piaget, Erikson and Freud 
which provides support for the theory that, when systematically 
and precisely taught, 11 empathetic 11 skills can be a powerful 
preventive intervention. 
The second section will discuss how, in an attempt to 
be more precise and more able to communicate to others what 
was being done, specific goals were developed. These goals 
provide an important link between the theoretical and the 
practical applications of applied behavioural techniques. 
3. 
The last section describes the diffiiulties encountered 
h long with practical in implementing sue a programme a· _ 
and a di"scussion of suggestions fo~ improvement. considerations, 
The Theoretical and Research Background 
Spivack and 
Shantz ( 1975), 
development of 
of this article 
Shure (1976), in reviewing the work of 
came to several conclusions regarding the 
social cognition in children. For the purposes 
the two most important are 
b·1·t to understand what another person sees, ( 1) That the a i i Y 
d and ho w he perceives others is a feels, thinks, inten s 
developmental phenomenon. 
(2) That middle childhood marks the period _of dramatic changes 
in social understanding •••• his own feelings,_ tho~gh~s and 
intentions can be the object of another person's th1nk1ng •• :. 
· t si·mple social situations from another•s he can apprec1a e 
b l t to the inner experience perspective •••• he ecomes a er 
of others. 
This leap in social understanding would seem _to be supported 
by both Sigmund Freud and Erik Erikson. During_ what fre~d 
calls ''latency age" and Erikson calls ''industry vs 1nfer~or1ty · 
both stress the importance of successful peer rel,at1ons and 
the necessity of becoming useful members of a social group. 
It is during this time that a child's world expands beyond 
his/her family circle to include a wider group of class-
mates and friends. 
to a similar conclusion from a Piaget appea~s to come 
more cognitive viewpo.1.nt. The maJor task of this ?ge
11 
group, 
which he names "concrete operations 11 , is 11 decenter~ng . (b?th 
cognitively and socially). This implies that the chdd begins 
to be able to perceive the world from perspectives other 
than his own. 
. I ? 
Does the evidence bear out these theoretical cone us1ons. 
Research is still somewhat inconclusive but the tentative 
answer appears to be •Yes;_ Again Sp-ivack and· Shure_ (197~, 
1976 and 1978) in an extensive revie~ of research in this 
area highlight several important studies. 
4. 
Rothenberg (1970) found that children who had better 
role taking ability (~teracted more positively with peers. 
Jennings (1975) in his study with pre-school children concluded 
that children with good interpersonal awareness and role 
taking skills were more popular and displayed more leadership 
ability, initiative and ability to get along with others. 
Chandler eta! (1974), Selman and Jaquette (1977), and Feshbach 
and Feshbach (1969) all seem to have found an inverse 
relationship between measures of empathy or cognitive role 
taking and maladjusted behaviours. Generally maladjusted 
or disturbed youngsters had more difficulty with tasks 
involving these skills than their normal age mates. In a 
programme designed to teach social perspective taking, Chandler 
(1973) found that delinquent behaviour decreased. In another 
similar programme Iannotti (1975) found that role playing 
furthered positive interaction although it did not seem 
to alter aggressive behaviour. 
Spivack and Shure {1974, 1976) state quite clearly that 
they believe that interpersonal perspective taking or empathy 
is a separate phenomenon from impersonal perspective taking. 
Rather than assu-me that interpersonal skills will be acquired 
in the natural course of cognitive developme-n-t or academic 
learning, they should be taught as a distinct set of skills. 
In summary then, it does not seem unwarranted to assume 
that what has been called role taking, social cognition, 
empathy or sioply getting along with others is an important 
skill, especially for middle aged children (7-11 years). 
It also appears that those children who have more 11 empathy11 
are generally regarded as more popular, more confident, 
better leaders and so on. 
Goals 
The important question for a ,)practising psychologist, 
teacher or sociai worker is what specifically needs to be 
taught to children and the best sequence to teach it. The 
goals enumerated overleaf are an attempt to Specify which 
skills are important and the order in which they should 
be taught. 
5. 
Important 11 givens11 are that 
in a smal 1 group setting of 
approximately the same year or 
eleven year old range. 
instruction will take place 
five to eight children of 
class within the seven to 
(!) Group members 
with 10% accuracy 
will 
both 
verbalise all other member's names 
when prompted by a group leader and 
during spontaneous group interaction. 
(2) Group members will accurately verbalise at least three 
physical features describing another group member when that 
member is removed from sight. 
These two goals have been placed first for several reasons. 
Since most children of this age can be successful with these 
easy tasks, this naturally provides opportunities for the 
leader to provide positive social reinforcement. This has 
the effect of starting the group off in a positive, comfortable 
manner. The intention is also to begin the process of teaching 
children to focus their attention, if only in a very superficial 
way, on the other members of the group. 
The beginnings of group 
as children begin to take 
of other members. 
cohesiveness are also developed 
note of and remember qualities 
It has been the author 1 s experience that token or point 
systems individually administered to each member can be 
cumbersoR1e. What has evolved is a combination of social 
reinforcement, usually in the form of verbal praise~ and 
a group point svstem. In other words if Angie were to perform 
a task successfully she would be given verbal reinforcement 
and also a point would be put into a group account. When 
the groups' points have reached a certain level an agreed 
upon reinforcer such as 15 minutes of free time would be 
earned. Referring to Freud and Erikson, co-operatin" is 
" seen as an important developmental task for this age group. 
Focusing some of the attention on the accomplishments of 
the group helps to develop a sense of the group as a whole 
working towards common goals. 
6. 
Activities directed towards meeting these goals can be 
as simple as asking f'aCh-,._member to share his or her name 
and afterwards seeing who can remember all the names without 
mistake. This second goal can also be accomplished via 
a simple game. Direct the group to look closely at one member. 
After a few seconds send that member out of sight and ask 
who can recall physical features of that member (i.e. brown 
eves, blonde hair, wearing a green sweater, etc). As a way 
of recording who has accomplished a goal, a type of checklist 
with each memberis name along with each goal is useful. 









Exaople of a 
record sheet. 
(3) Group members will verbalise at least one piece of personal 
information. 
(i.e. favourite subject, game, food, pet, where they live, 
where born, etc} 
(4) Group members will attend non-verbally to a speaker 
as demonstrated by sitting quietly, without distracting 
movements. while looking at the speaker throughout the time 
the speaker is talking. 
These goals are aimed at setting up a situation where 
the non-verbal aspects of attentive listening can be taught 
and practiced. Often this begins with a short demonstration 
of attentive and inattentive liste-n-ing and its effects. 
Attentive listening is again explained and modeled to the 
children. Afterwards each •ember '"' asked to share something 
about himself while the others practice attentive listening. 
With vounger children it can be helpful to have them draw 
or paint something about themselves and verbalise what they 
have drawn. 
7. 
(5) Group members will remember and accurately repeat a 
piece of personal information shared by another member. 
-- ~ "',- ,_" "' 
This goal takes listening one step beyond attending non-
verbally. Each member is asked not only to listen but to 
recall what has been shared by another member. Depending 
on the level of the group, remembering can take place after 
each aember has shared or after the entire group has finished. 
(6) Group members will verbally describe their present feeling 
state. 
Sharing how one feels is considered to be an important 
communication skill which adds a more effective dimension 
to group interaction. This can very easily be incorporated 
as a beginning ritual in the group by asking each member 
how they feel today and what important incidents may have 
taken place since the last 1eeting. Many times children, 
especially younger ones, find it difficult to label their 
feeling states spontaneously. If this is the case it is 
often helpful to give them a choice such as sad, mad, happy 
or scared. As a preliminary practice it can also be useful 
to have the group role play these various feeling states 
and practice identifying these states by non-verbal cues. 
Pictures or drawings which illustrates feeling states can 
also be used to introduce children to the identification 
of feelings. A continuation of goal 5 shou ld also be 
incorporated, as listening attentively is an important and 
difficult skill to learn. 
t7) Group members will verbally describe a personal incident 
including who was involved, what happened first what happened 
next, how it ended and how they feel about it. 
l8) Group members will accurately paraphrase another's statement 
1ncluding how the member felt and for what reason. 
Being able to describe an incident in a temporal sequence 
as described above is not strictly speaking an empathetic 
1<ill but is included because it is thought to be helpful 
v-reoaration for the learning of more cognitive interpersonal 
,roblem solving skills. Clearly stating the temporal sequence 
~nd the important people involved in an incident makes the 
setting up of role playing sltuations required for the r:ext 
:~o goals much smoother. 
Goal B takes the skill of listening one step further 
to taking into account both what someone said and how they 
~eel _ abou_t i_t. It puts more emphasis on para-phrasing or 
~utting it into your own words". This of course is a more 
advanced skill which many children find very difficult. 
Despite thi.s, experience seems to indicate that with practice 
many are quite capable of learning this skill. 
(9) Group members will each role play a character in a personal 
incident shared by another member. The actions will be performed 
in the same sequence in which they are shared. 
(10) Group members will, upon completion of a role playing 
seq~ence, identify and verbalise a feeling word matching 
each character•s probable feeling state. 
fraditionally role taking has been regarded as an important 
el~ment in mo,ral development and the learning of empathetic 
skills. Its importance is upheld here and it is thought 
that. practice in role taking is best done after the· prepa~ation 
required in meet~ng t~e previous goals .. Role playing provides 
ve~y concr~te and active practice for identifying how someone 
thinks and feels. Psychodramatic techniques such as role 
rev~rsal and process. checking which involves freezing the 
acti~n to ask questions such as "How do you feel right now?n 
or What do_ you think is happening right now?", provide 
other ways in which a skilful leader can improve childrensi 
skills in understanding others. 
Discussion 
The goals discussed have generally been affectively oriented. 
In one ~e~se they can be - regarded as pre:p·aration, or p.erhaps 
pre-r-equ1s.1-tes for, the learning of more cognitive inter.p·ersonal 
probl?.m solving skills which involve gener·ating alternative 
solutions and making step bv step poJans. This idea has been 
suggested by Spivack and Shure· (1976) and has been incorporated 
into steps to interpersonal problem solving (Saxer & Hass 
1980? a _programme which is· essentially an elaboration an~ 
continuation of what has been discussed ·here. 
9. 
With children at the lower end of the 7-11 year old age 
range it is helpful to ir.c(.rporate the use of puppets or 
art materials such as paints and clay. Art activities can 
be usetul in making somewhat abstract verbal skills more 
concrete and play like. A g".:neral rule of thumb is to keep 
all activities as concrete as pessible. 
One area of concern and further 1nvestigation 15 how 
to increase generalisation of these skills to the classroom 
and home. One method used by the author was to write the 
specific skill worked on that day and suggested follow-up 
activities on a card. Each child was given one of these 
cards and was told to give it to the teacher. Minimally 
this establishes open lines of communication between the 
group leader and the teacher. At best, if the teacher is 
willing to do the follow-up activities, this provides 
opportunities to qeneralise skills to the classroom setting. 
0ther suggestions include training teachers to teach these 
skills directly to their students or as Spivack and Shure 
{1978) have done, teaching parents to teach interpersonal 
skills to their children at home. An ideal setting would 
be to involve children, teachers and parents together in 
a comprehensive programme covering both nome and classroom. 
It is also difficult t( s:::.v \.lt1at length of training is best 
or how many repeti t:J 0ns 1s necessary to master each skil 1. 
What ha.s o!':er, pres~:nt·~" here is a or-ogramme which has 
been successfu~lv used in teaching children the interpersonal 
skills necess.ar·v for ~··"C·perative group lnte.raction and 
communicating underst;~nCin·~ tc others. It has oeen found 
that children betwe'"ri tt"·c ages of seven and eleven are 
deveropmentall-t' ready Fer· learning such skills and are in 
a s""age of deve·1opm:;~;t o;hcre the skills are especially 
nec£ssary. Although more evaluation and research 15 needed 
it appears that teacn ng ~hildren interpersonal skills in 
a systematic .,o?,y can bE: a successfUl p.revent1ve lntervent1on. 
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